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Tractor Field Book Cornell University Press
One of the most controversial issues of the water
sector in recent years has been the impacts of large
dams. Proponents have claimed that such structures
are essential to meet the increasing water demands of
the world and that their overall societal benefits far
outweight the costs. In contrast, the opponents claim
that social and environmental costs of large dams far
exceed their benefits, and that the era of construction
of large dams is over. A major reason as to why there
is no consensus on the overall benefits of large dams
is because objective, authoritative and
comprehensive evaluations of their impacts,
especially ten or more years after their construction,
are conspicuous by their absence. This book debates
impartially, comprehensively and objectively, the
positive and negative impacts of large dams based on
facts, figures and authoritative analyses. These in-
depth case studies are expected to promote a healthy
and balanced debate on the needs, impacts and
relevance of large dams, with case studies from
Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe and Latin America.

US Army Amphibious Operations in
the Korean War Steve Ginter
Reproduction of the original: Our
Animal Friends in Their Native
Homes by Phebe Westcott
Humphreys
Encyclopædia Britannica Crowood
Press
Contains the definitive history of
the extensive but little known
U.S. Army amphibious operations
during the Korean War, 1950-1953.
Provides insights to modern
planners crafting future joint or
combined operations in that part
of the world.Originally published
in 2008. Illustrated.

Aircraft Hydraulic Equipment Pickle
Partners Publishing
In this volume, we examine the challenges
and opportunities created by global
migration at the start of the 21st century.
Our focus extends beyond economic

impact to questions of international law,
human rights, and social and political
incorporation. We examine immigrant
outcomes and policy questions at the global,
national, and local levels. Our primary
purpose is to connect ethical, legal, and
social science scholarship from a variety of
disciplines in order to raise questions and
generate new insights regarding patterns of
migration and the design of useful
policy.While the book incorporates studies
of the evolution of immigration law globally
and over the very long term, as well as
considerations of the magnitude and
determinants of immigrant flows at the
global level, it places particular emphasis on
the growth of immigration to the United
States in the 1990s and early 2000s and
provides new insights on the complex
relationships between federal and state
politics and regulation, popular
misconceptions about the economic and
social impacts of immigration, and the
status of 'undocumented' immigrants.
Biology and Conservation of the First
Panda Rowman & Littlefield
Despite being overshadowed by the B-36 and
B-47, the Boeing B-50 was the primary atomic
bomber of SAC for nearly seven years. This
latest volume in Steve Ginter's popular Air
Force Legends series explores every model of
the second Superfortress, including some
previously little-known variants. Bombers,
reconnaissance platforms, tankers, test birds
and trainers are examined in extraordinary
detail, supported by photos, drawings and
technical illustrations, hundreds of which
appear publically for the first time. A concise
text, supported by insightful captions, covers
operational and hardware details from its
atomic role to unit assignments and
deployments. Written by former USAF
Museum senior staffer, Geoff Hays, this 240
page volume features seven data tables and
over 700 photos and illustrations.
With Farm Equipment Specifications; a
Compilation of Facts and Information of
Value to Those who Make, Sell Or Use
Equipment Used in Power Farming

www.Militarybookshop.CompanyUK
"Your complete guide to all aspects of
restoration including chassis, body, engine,
suspension, steering, brakes, electrical
equipment, interior trim and exterior
trim"--Page 4 of cover.
The Taleef Shereef; Or, Indian Materia
Medica Routledge
"This volume covers the period from the end
of the Neolithic era to the beginning of the
seventh century of our era. This lengthy period
includes the civilization of Ancient Egypt, the
history of Nubia, Ethiopia, North Africa and
the Sahara, as well as of the other regions of
the continent and its islands."--Publisher's
description
Impacts of Large Dams: A Global Assessment
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG
Canadian Forest IndustriesBrodmann'sLocalisation
in the Cerebral CortexSpringer Science &
Business Media
Thesaurus of Traditional English Metaphors
Univ of California Press
Physiognomy and ekphrasis are two of the
most important modes of description in
antiquity and represent the necessary
precursors of scientific description. The
primary way of divining the characteristics and
fate of an individual, whether inborn or
acquired, was to observe the patient’s external
characteristics and behaviour. This volume
focuses initially on two types of descriptive
literature in Mesopotamia: physiognomic
omens and what we might call ekphrastic
description. These modalities are traced
through ancient India, Ugaritic and the Hebrew
Bible, before arriving at the physiognomic
features of famous historical figures such as
Themistocles, Socrates or Augustus in the
Graeco-Roman world, where physiognomic
discussions become intertwined with
typological analyses of human characters. The
Arabic compendial culture absorbed and
remade these different physiognomic and
ekphrastic traditions, incorporating both
Mesopotamian links between physiognomy
and medicine and the interest in
characterological ‘types’ that had emerged in
the Hellenistic period. This volume offer the
first wide-ranging picture of these modalities
of description in antiquity.
Red Panda Veloce Publishing Ltd
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The Yunnanese from southwestern China have for
millennia traded throughout upland Southeast Asia.
Burma in particular has served as a "back door" to
Yunnan, providing a sanctuary for political
refugees and economic opportunities for trade
explorers. Since the Chinese Communist takeover
in 1949 and subsequent political upheavals in
China, an unprecedented number of Yunnanese
refugees have fled to Burma. Through a personal
narrative approach, Beyond Borders is the first
ethnography to focus on the migration history and
transnational trading experiences of contemporary
Yunnanese Chinese migrants (composed of both
Yunnanese Han and Muslims) who reside in Burma
and those who have moved from Burma and
resettled in Thailand, Taiwan, and China. Since the
1960s, Yunnanese Chinese migrants of Burma have
dominated the transnational trade in opium, jade,
and daily consumption goods. Wen-Chin Chang
writes with deep knowledge of this trade’s
organization from the 1960s of mule-driven
caravans to the use of modern transportation, and
she reconstructs trading routes while examining
embedded sociocultural meanings. These
Yunnanese migrants’ mobility attests to the
prevalence of travel not only by the privileged but
also by different kinds of people. Their narratives
disclose individual life processes as well as
networks of connections, modes of transportation,
and differences between the experiences of men
and women. Through traveling they have carried on
the mobile livelihoods of their predecessors,
expanding overland trade beyond its historical
borderlands between Yunnan and upland Southeast
Asia to journeys further afield by land, sea, and air.
Visualizing the invisible with the human body BoD
– Books on Demand
The United States faces major challenges in
dealing with Iran, the threat of terrorism, and the
tide of political instability in the Arabian
Peninsula. The presence of some of the world’s
largest reserves of oil and natural gas, vital
shipping lanes, and Shia populations throughout
the region have made the peninsula the focal point
of US and Iranian strategic competition.
A New Survey of Universal Knowledge
Springer Science & Business Media
As thesis prepared by J. Angus MacDonald, Jr.
for a graduate-level degree in 1961 at the
University of Maryland, this study has had a
remarkable influence on official policies
regarding prisoners of war since it was written.
It is published for the use of the serious student
of the POW experience.
Tropical Forestry Handbook Springer
Includes more than 40 maps, plans and
illustrations. This volume in the official
History of the Marine Corps chronicles the
part played by United States Marines in the
Chosin Reservoir Campaign. The race to
the Yalu was on. General of the Army
Douglas MacArthur’s strategic triumph at
Inchon and the subsequent breakout of the
U.S. Eighth Army from the Pusan
Perimeter and the recapture of Seoul had
changed the direction of the war. Only the
finishing touches needed to be done to
complete the destruction of the North
Korean People’s Army. Moving up the east

coast was the independent X Corps,
commanded by Major General Edward M.
Almond, USA. The 1st Marine Division,
under Major General Oliver P. Smith, was
part of X Corps and had been so since the
15 September 1950 landing at Inchon. After
Seoul the 1st Marine Division had reloaded
into its amphibious ships and had swung
around the Korean peninsula to land at
Wonsan on the east coast. The landing on
26 October 1950 met no opposition; the port
had been taken from the land side by the
resurgent South Korean army. The date was
General Smith’s 57th birthday, but he let it
pass unnoticed. Two days later he ordered
Colonel Homer L. Litzenberg, Jr., 47, to
move his 7th Marine Regimental Combat
Team north from Wonsan to Hamhung.
Smith was then to prepare for an advance to
the Manchurian border, 135 miles distant.
And so began one of the Marine Corps’
greatest battles—or, as the Corps would call
it, the “Chosin Reservoir Campaign.” The
Marines called it the “Chosin” Reservoir
because that is what their Japanese-based
maps called it. The South Koreans,
nationalistic sensibilities disturbed,
preferred—and, indeed, would come to
insist—that it be called the “Changjin”
Reservoir.
Ideas, Concepts, Doctrine DIANE
Publishing
This book provides a comprehensive basics-
to-advanced course in an aero-thermal
science vital to the design of engines for
either type of craft. The text classifies
engines powering aircraft and single/multi-
stage rockets, and derives performance
parameters for both from basic
aerodynamics and thermodynamics laws.
Each type of engine is analyzed for
optimum performance goals, and mission-
appropriate engines selection is explained.
Fundamentals of Aircraft and Rocket
Propulsion provides information about and
analyses of: thermodynamic cycles of shaft
engines (piston, turboprop, turboshaft and
propfan); jet engines (pulsejet, pulse
detonation engine, ramjet, scramjet,
turbojet and turbofan); chemical and non-
chemical rocket engines; conceptual design
of modular rocket engines (combustor,
nozzle and turbopumps); and conceptual
design of different modules of aero-engines
in their design and off-design state. Aimed
at graduate and final-year undergraduate
students, this textbook provides a thorough
grounding in the history and classification
of both aircraft and rocket engines,
important design features of all the engines
detailed, and particular consideration of
special aircraft such as unmanned aerial

and short/vertical takeoff and landing
aircraft. End-of-chapter exercises make this
a valuable student resource, and the
provision of a downloadable solutions
manual will be of further benefit for course
instructors.
How to Restore Volkswagen Beetle William
Andrew
An illustrated volume by John Vinycomb,
€Fictitious & Symbolic Creatures in
Art€features chapters on the use of dragons
in Christian art and Royal Heraldry as well
as other creatures (the Hydra and
crocodiles) that have similar characteristics
to the dragon.
Aerospace power in the twenty-first century a
basic primer Rowman & Littlefield
A history of the complex relationship between a
school and a people

Basic Thinking in the United States Air
Force Dartmouth College Press
Red Panda: Biology and Conservation of
the First Panda provides a broad-based
overview of the biology of the red panda,
Ailurus fulgens. A carnivore that feeds
almost entirely on vegetable material and is
colored chestnut red, chocolate brown and
cream rather than the expected black and
white. This book gathers all the information
that is available on the red panda both from
the field and captivity as well as from
cultural aspects, and attempts to answer
that most fundamental of questions, "What
is a red panda?" Scientists have long
focused on the red panda’s controversial
taxonomy. Is it in fact an Old World
procyonid, a very strange bear or simply a
panda? All of these hypotheses are
addressed in an attempt to classify a unique
species and provide an in-depth look at the
scientific and conservation-based issues
urgently facing the red panda today. Red
Panda not only presents an overview of the
current state of our knowledge about this
intriguing species but it is also intended to
bring the red panda out of obscurity and
into the spotlight of public attention. Wide-
ranging account of the red panda (Ailurus
fulgens) covers all the information that is
available on this species both in and ex situ
Discusses the status of the species in the
wild, examines how human activities
impact on their habitat, and develops
projections to translate this in terms of
overall panda numbers Reports on status in
the wild, looks at conservation issues and
considers the future of this unique species
Includes contributions from long-standing
red panda experts as well as those
specializing in fields involving cutting-edge
red panda research.
Among the Himalayas Springer Science &
Business Media
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Although all living beings modify their
environment, human beings have acquired the
ability to do so on a superlative space-time
scale. As a result of industrialization and the
use of new technologies, the anthropogenic
impact has been increasing in the last centuries,
causing reductions in the sizes or the extinction
of numerous wild populations. In this sense,
from the field of conservation genetics, various
efforts have been made in recent decades to
provide new knowledge that contributes to the
conservation of populations, species, and
habitats. In this book, we summarize the
concrete contributions of researchers to the
conservation of the Neotropical mammals
using Molecular Ecology techniques. The book
is divided into three major sections. The first
section provides an up-to-date review of the
conservation status of Neotropical mammals,
the applications of the molecular markers in its
conservation, and the use of non-invasive and
forensic genetic techniques. The second and
third sections present, respectively, a series of
case studies in various species or taxonomic
groups of Neotropical mammals.
River of History Department of the Air
Force
This book provides a cross-section of all
outstanding experience in all fields of
tropical forestry under a drastically
changing environment induced by climate
change. It sheds light on the existing know-
how and presents it in a concise and
efficient way for the scientist and
professional in charge of planning,
implementing and evaluating forest
resources. The Tropical Forestry Handbook
provides proven and/or promising
alternative concepts which can be applied
to solve organizational, administrative and
technical challenges prevailing in the
tropics. Presented are state of the art
methods in all fields concerning tropical
forestry. Emphasize is given to methods
which are adapted to- and which safeguard
- environmental conditions.
Stories of Yunnanese Chinese Migrants
of Burma Springer
Iran’s rocket and missile forces serve a
wide range of Iranian strategic objectives.
This study examines how Iran’s forces and
systems are steadily evolving.
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